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Glossary of terms
Amenity

A measure of scenic quality.

Analysis

Process of breaking down landscape or visual attributes into component parts to understand how it is made or
valued.

Assessment

General term for description, classification and analysis of landscape or visual attributes.

Classification

A process of sorting the landscape into different types using selected criteria, but without attaching relative
values to the different kinds of landscape.

Community

A group with shared culture, traditions and activities based within a defined locality.

Community values

Commonly held perceptions and values that the community attach to environmental attributes or qualities.
These can include individual views.

Cumulative effect

Collective impact of past, present and foreseeable future effects and actions.

Designated landscape

A landscape area formally listed by government as a park, reserve or area with valuable natural or cultural
attributes and specific management requirements.

Duration of effects

Measure of both time and the reversibility of effects.

Effect

A consequence of change.

Enhancement

Landscape improvement through restoration, reconstruction or mitigating action.

Impact

A positive or negative change to the landscape or the visual environment.

Indirect impact

Secondary impacts on the environment that occur away from the development site, as a direct result of the
new development.

Intervisibility

Situation where an area is subject to overlapping visibility from more than one visual receptor

Landscape

A distinctive physical area as perceived by people, whose character is the result of the action and interaction
of natural and / or human factors.

Landscape assessment

Deals with the potential effects on the quality of the landscape setting, considered as an environmental
resource, independent of views of that landscape.

Landscape character

A distinct and recognisable pattern of landscape elements or characteristics that occur consistently in a
particular type of landscape.

Landscape quality

A judgement about the relative physical condition of an area, related to its intactness, character and visual,
functional and ecological condition.

Landscape sensitivity

The extent to which a landscape can change without unacceptable adverse effects on its landscape
character.

Landscape value

The relative value or importance attached to a landscape, which expresses agreed community values
because of its quality, scenic beauty, tranquillity, wildness, cultural associations, conservation or other special
value.

LVIA

Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment

Magnitude of effect

Combination of scale, extent and duration of an effect.

Mitigation

Measures to avoid, reduce or compensate for adverse landscape and visual effects.

Perception of landscape

The psychology of seeing and potentially attaching value or meaning to a landscape

Receptor

Physical landscape resource, viewer or special element that will experience an effect as a result of change.

Scenic quality

A relative judgement, based on common community perceptions, about the visual qualities associated with a
landscape type or character area.

Sense of place

A relative judgement, based on common community perceptions, about the essential character and spirit of an
area.

Sensitivity

The extent to which changes in landscape and visual resources can accept change without unacceptable,
adverse effects on its character.

Sensory characteristics

Perceptual characteristics or capacities that underpin a person’s ability to view, comprehend and respond to
the landscape.

Significance

A relative measure of the importance of a landscape or visual change against a defined value system

Study area

Combination of the proposed development site and the surrounding area, typically to a radius of at least 6km.
Landscape character references are likely to relate to a larger regional area.
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Viewshed

A region visible to an observer, defined by reference to an actual view or area of theoretical visibility
determined by a ZVI analysis.

Visualisation

A computer simulation, photomontage or technique to illustrate the appearance of a proposed development.

Visual absorption capability
Index of an areas ability to accommodate changes without a significant reduction in landscape and visual
quality or amenity.
Visual amenity

The value of a particular area or view in terms of what is seen.

Visual assessment

Deals with potential effects on the visual resources of the setting from changes in the composition and quality
of views, people’s response to likely changes and the overall effect on visual amenity.

Visual sensitivity

The extent to which a landscape can change without unacceptable adverse effects on its visual character or
scenic quality.

Zone of Visual Influence

An area within which a proposed development may have an effect on visual amenity (ZVI). This is also
referred to as the ‘Zone of Theoretical Visibility’.
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Introduction

This report has been prepared by Tract Consultants Pty Ltd for COESR Pty Ltd.
The report provides a preliminary technical evaluation of the baseline landscape and visual values associated with the
proposed development site of an elite sports training facility, tourism and accommodation hub at:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1130 Cape Otway Road, Modewarre, VIC 3240.
1280-1320 Cape Otway Road, Modewarre, VIC 3240.
1300 Cape Otway Road, Modewarre, VIC 3240.
1340 Cape Otway Road, Modewarre, VIC 3240.
155 Batsons Road, Modewarre, VIC 3240.
10 Connies Lane, Modewarre, VIC 3240.
50 Connies Lane, Modewarre, VIC 3240.

A detailed assessment of landscape and visual impacts, mitigation analysis (and possible additional visualisations) will
be required to complete a Landscape Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) technical assessment.
1.1

Scope of assessment

LVIA Impact assessment covers both 'landscape' and 'visual' assessment:
• The landscape assessment deals with the potential effects on the quality of the landscape setting, considered as an
environmental resource, independent of views of that landscape.
• The visual assessment deals with potential effects on the visual resources of the setting from changes in the
composition and quality of views, people’s response to likely changes and the overall effect on visual amenity.
This is an initial assessment of baseline values that will form the basis of a more detailed LVIA. The scope of this study has
been informed by a project description and master plan design from Tract Consultants (town planning) and covers the
following key elements.
•
•
•
•
•

Planning policy context and likely community values
Description of the development proposal
Baseline landscape and visual values for the existing site and the broader local and regional landscape
Viewshed modelling to determine the likely extent of landscape and visual effects
Consideration of the likely sensitivity of landscape and visual receptors to development related changes

1.2

Study area

The study area is located in the Surf Coast Shire’s Rural Hinterland and adjacent to the locality of Modewarre,
approximately 9.5km south-east of Winchelsea, 26km south-west of Geelong and 90km south-west of Melbourne.
Cape Otway Road is the central spine of the Rural Hinterland and plays a significant connector role for the region
between Geelong and the South-west region including Colac, Apollo Bay and the wider Great Ocean Road region
(refer Figure 1).
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1.3

Standards of assessment

General methodology
The assessment methodology is based on the overall approach and technical principles outlined in Guidelines for
Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (third edition), The Landscape Institute & Institute of Environmental
Management & Assessment, Spon Press, 2013, which represents a ‘best practice’ approach within the United Kingdom
and has been extensively trialled since 1995 on a range of project types including major transport infrastructure,
extractive industry, wind farm and property development projects.
This methodology forms the basis of the VicRoads preferred LVIA process and is a common reference for many
landscape architectural practices across Australia. There is no uniform Australian Standard for LVIA.
Visualisation
The visual representation of effects (wireframe modelling), for this project is described in Appendix 3.
The general methodology for visualisation is based on the principles outlined in:

Photography & Photomontage in Landscape & Visual Impact Assessment, Advice Note 1/11, Landscape Institute (UK)
2011
Professional judgement in LVIA
Structured professional judgement (qualitative assessment) is an integral part of the LVIA process and has been used in
conjunction with quantitative based assessment procedures in this project.
1.4

References

This assessment is based on technical information provided in the following key reports and plans:
• Town Planning Report, Planning Scheme Amendment, Cape Otway Road Australia (CORA), Tract Consultants,
September 2019
• Concept Masterplan, CORA- Cape Otway Road Australia, Tract Consultants, September 2019
• Landscape Character Types of Victoria, Forest Commission Victoria, January 1984
• South West Victoria Landscape Assessment Study, Department of Sustainability and Environment, 2013
• The Coastal Spaces Landscape Assessment Study, Department of Sustainability and Environment, 2006
• The Great Ocean Road Landscape Assessment Study, Department of Sustainability and Environment, 2003
• Surf Coast Shire Planning Scheme
• Other information sources referenced through this report.
Terrain model information
Data used in this study is sourced from:
• 0.5m 3D terrain model for the proposed development site
• 1.0m Terrain modelling for the wider regional setting from Vicmap GIS database (August 2014)
• Aerial photography for the wider regional setting from Nearmap database (21 October 2014)
Limitations
Modelling and assessment outcomes are limited by the following:
Data accuracy
The terrain model is based on aerial survey sources and therefore has a limited level of accuracy (nominally within the
range +/- 0.1m vertical). As a consequence, all information attached to the terrain model has a similar level of
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accuracy. It is considered that, given the scale of the proposed development, the size of the investigation area and the
margins applying to the terrain data, the modelling results are sufficiently accurate for the purposes of an LVIA.
Aerial photography has been used to provide general information about land use and landscape character. Aerial
photography has not been used as a 3D modelling reference.
Modelling assumptions
Zone of Visual Influence (ZVI) or Zone of Theoretical Visibility (ZTV) modelling is based on a range of assumptions. The
modelling assumes a ‘worst case’ scenario which is likely to exceed actual viewing conditions. The purpose of this
modelling is to identify possible high sensitivity receptor locations that require further site-specific investigation.
The ZVI modelling in this project does not include existing vegetation, buildings, fences and other factors that may affect
view potential. On that basis, the ZVI modelling provides a general indication of viewing potential and the possible
magnitude of visual effects. It does not represent actual views or levels of visual impact.
1.5

Community values

No empirical research or specific consultation relating to local community values or perceptions of landscape and visual
quality was undertaken as a part of this study.
The LVIA assessment process, and this baseline values study, is based on a range of existing information sources,
including the State and Local Planning Policy Framework and existing studies which make specific reference to the
landscape character and visual quality values of the area surrounding the site. In this context, these information sources
are considered to generally represent State Government, Council and broader community values relating to the
landscape and visual resources of the region.

Figure 2 – Site Context Plan
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Project Description

2.1

Project background

Cape Otway Road Australia (CORA) proposes to develop land at the Cape Otway Road site, in Modewarre for the
purposes of an elite sports training facility, new tourism and accommodation hub.
2.2

Site location & context

The study area is located in the Surf Coast Shire’s Rural Hinterland and adjacent to the locality of Modewarre,
approximately 9.5km south-east of Winchelsea, 26km south-west of Geelong and 90km south-west of Melbourne.
Cape Otway Road is the central spine of the Rural Hinterland and plays a significant connector role for the region
between Geelong and the South-west region including Colac, Apollo Bay and the wider Great Ocean Road region.
2.3

Existing site description

The Site consists of six properties over 220 hectares with six existing dwellings across the site. The site is bound by Cape
Otway Road in the south, Lake Modewarre in the north and private agricultural land in the east and west.
The terrain is low lying, with an extensive floodplain that drains to Lake Modewarre in the north.
Near the south-eastern corner of the site is a historic Broiler Farm. The remainder of the site generally consists of gently
undulating grazed farm land around the floodplain with serving tributaries feeding into the site from the south & west.
As a result of historical land clearing and current agricultural practices (pastoral grazing and animal husbandry) the
study area is an established agricultural landscape with an arrangement of paddocks that often reflects landform,
drainage lines, and the location of farm access roads and housing locations.
Windrow plantations typically occur at similar boundary locations and visually represent the cultural history of the
landscape, the subtle variations in terrain that are typical of the landscape character type and prevailing westerly winds.
The shape of the site is such that it envelopes a number of properties on Connies Lane and Cape Otway Road. There
are rural lifestyle properties within this area each containing an existing dwelling. Connies Lane is an unsealed rural
access street with informal nature strips.
2.4

Proposed Landscape Master Plan (Tract Consultants, May 2018)

A Landscape Masterplan (refer to Appendix 1) has been prepared for the site which illustrates the relationship between
the proposed internal land uses, built form and the natural landscape). The masterplan’s design is intended to:
• Be sensitive to the existing rural context through extending features of the existing landscape setting into the project
site and to integrate the built forms of the various land uses into the landscape of the site. A significant percentage of
the site area is to be a restored natural wetland or retained as a woodland or farm landscape form.
• The design is intended to maintain key vistas and natural / cultural landscapes as the dominant aspect of the site’s
presentation to Cape Otway Road, with new planting comprising indigenous species from appropriate Ecological
Vegetation Classes (EVC 55_63: Plains Grassy Woodland and EVC 175: Otway Plain Grassy Woodland).
• The adopted rural character is intended to draw upon “the best of the historical Western District” through the use of
indigenous woodland and wetland planting styles, along with more formal defined hedgerows (with species such as
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Callitris glaucophylla (White Cypress Pine); tree-lined avenues (utilising exotic species such as Ficus macrophylla var.
hillii (Hills Fig) and Platanus orientalis (Plane Tree), established gardens and well-maintained paddocks.

• Car parks are broken up into smaller cells within landscaped areas to reduce the physical and visual impact of these
areas and respond to existing topography.
• The new buildings will be predominantly single and two storey structures variously sited in water edge conditions, on
natural and built surfaces and in open and dense landscapes.
• The Rural Conservation Precinct will provide a rehabilitated and revegetated area across the existing floodplain area
with new planting comprising indigenous species from the appropriate Ecological Vegetation Class (EVC 653:
Aquatic Herbland).
2.5

Proposed built form

There is no detailed description of likely architectural materials, building colours or lighting systems at this time. Building
and light tower heights are modelled within the ZVI terrain model shown in Appendix 2. The following information
describes the general nature of the proposed built form.
Retail and Tourism Precinct
The Retail and Tourism Precinct is to create a highly activated and pedestrianized village that invokes the feel of a main
street in country Victoria. The Retail and Tourism Village will consist of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A broad range of hospitality and dining options including cafes, restaurants, microbrewery, gelateria and bakery.
An Art Gallery and Sculpture Park.
A Farmers & Makers Market.
A 90 place Child Care Centre.
A Design Studio for local producers and artisans.
A Distribution Building for products created within the Design Studio.
A 128 room Hotel.

The Retail and Tourism Village will create a sense of informality within the buildings and the connecting spaces. Careful
siting of the buildings is intended to form a protective and sheltering barrier from the western exposure. The space
defined by the buildings on the south and west will create a main circulation and gathering space affording close
connection with the water body and wetlands.
The individual buildings will use consistent details of construction, natural materials, fixings and roof forms and will
predominantly be single and two storey structures. The interface with the wetlands and its inherent seasonal variability
will provide a consistent and dynamic edge, varying the sense of place from one visit to the next.
Elite Sports Precinct
The Elite Sports Precinct is to integrate the larger footprint buildings into the site and where appropriate modify the impact
of scale within the setting of the precinct. Within this precinct there will be large structured areas of clear open space in
the form of sports fields which will provide a contrast to the areas of key natural landscape and the built form.
The sports buildings will be configured as large combined footprint buildings that will be punctuated with internal
courtyard spaces for both light and amenity while multiple openings and transparency at ground floor will activate
buildings. The sports buildings will consist of:
•
•
•
•

Gymnasium.
Indoor training facility.
Indoor swimming pool.
Media centre and auditorium.

The Sports Science Hub will comprise a campus of smaller buildings each with specific areas of interest and varied
requirements for laboratories, testing tracks and installation of specialized equipment. Predominantly single storey
buildings they will be interlinked and connected via courtyards and open spaces producing a complex of internal and
external spaces.
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The Wellness Centre is the northern most building within the precinct, set within an open landscape setting with
immediate views over the wetlands. This building will generally be a single storey building maximizing light, texture and
subtle spatial variation.
Situated in the south-eastern corner of the precinct is a staff accommodation building along with depot buildings which
will house and facilitate maintenance and servicing of the wider site.
Accommodation Precinct
The Accommodation Precinct aims to create a bushland landscape with accommodation buildings informally located
within the natural setting, enjoying varied private and shared open space interfaces with adjacent lodges and the
broader landscape. Occasional connections with water bodies and/or the adjoining wetland will enhance the
experience in this part of the site.
Lodges within the precinct are envisaged to be single or double storey of simple architectural form and constructed of
materials selected to complement the bushland setting.
Situated in the north-eastern section of the Accommodation Precinct is the Waste Water Treatment Facility (WWTF)
which will provide reticulated sewer services to the CORA site.
The WWTF is envisaged to consist of a single enclosed building housing the treatment plant and equipment, along with
a storage dam that will store treated water for use across the CORA site as part of the overall integrated water
management plan and the whole of site environmental strategy.
Rural Conservation Precinct
The Rural Conservation Precinct aims to facilitate the restoration and conservation of the wetland which is significant in
terms of its biodiversity and water values.
Restoration and conservation of the wetland is broadly to be achieved by removing livestock from the floodplain,
removing historic man-made structures interrupting natural water flows to Lake Modewarre, as well as appropriate
revegetation and landscaping of the precinct to benefit the local environment through habitat creation, enhancement of
local biodiversity and the restoration of natural land systems.
The Rural Conservation Precinct contains two existing dwellings, with one to be the residence of the CORA site manager.
The other dwelling situated on the southern side of the farm may be considered for excision from the CORA site. The farm
will continue to utilize the land for grazing and to facilitate food production to deliver on the paddock-to-plate concept
for the various hospitality venues within the Retail and Tourism Village.
2.6

Flora

A Biodiversity Assessment was prepared by Ecology & Heritage Partners (September 2019).
The results of the survey indicate that remnant native vegetation in the study area is representative of five Ecological
Vegetation Classes (EVCs): Cane Grass Wetland (EVC 291), Plains Grassy Wetland (EVC 125), Tall Marsh (EVC
821), Grassy Woodland (EVC 175) and Aquatic Herbland (EVC 653).
A total of 9.182 hectares of native vegetation is proposed to be impacted as part of the CORA development.
2.7

Traffic and access to the site

A Traffic Impact Assessment was prepared by Traffix Group (September 2019) which identified that the daily traffic
generation of CORA could be in the order of 1,977 vehicle movements and 1,593 vehicle movements on weekdays
and weekends respectively.
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2.8

Construction phase activities

No specific information available. Given the nature of the various land uses it is assumed that the site will be subject to a
staged construction over several years and that the nature of construction will be consistent with typical commercial and
residential construction practice.
2.9

Hours of operation

No specific information available at this stage.
2.10

Lighting

No specific information available at this stage.
Lighting for structures is likely to be low level and consistent with a residential and / or university campus setting.
Lighting towers related to the sports fields are likely to be 25m in height and shielded to confine the light source to
playing surfaces.
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Policy context

The purpose of this section is to provide an overview of landscape and visual management policies that directly affect
the study site and its surroundings, and that by reference, describe community values that can inform or provide an
appropriate reference for the landscape and visual assessment process.
3.1

State & Local Planning Policy

Clause 12.01-1S Biodiversity (Protection of biodiversity) has the objective “to assist the protection and conservation

of Victoria’s biodiversity.”
Strategies include:

• Use biodiversity information to identify important areas of biodiversity, including key habitat for rare or threatened

species and communities, and strategically valuable biodiversity sites.

• Strategically plan for the protection and conservation of Victoria’s important areas of biodiversity.
• Ensure that decision making takes into account the impacts of land use and development on Victoria’s biodiversity.
Clause 21.01-3 (Vision and strategic framework plan) identifies the key strategic directions for sustainable land use
and development.
Relevant strategies include:

Environmental Management
• To protect the fragile coastal and forest environments and scenic landscapes that separates the coastal townships,

from urban sprawl and inappropriate development.

Agriculture
• To protect and enhance the rural areas of the Shire for their diverse agricultural, environmental and landscape values

and opportunities.

Landscape
• To recognise that rural landscape vistas are highly valued for their contribution to the amenity and liveability of rural

areas.

Clause 21.04-2 Tourism (Tourist development) has the objective “to enhance and expand the tourism industry, whilst
protecting the environmental, landscape and cultural values of the Shire and the lifestyle of its residents.”
Relevant strategies include:
• Encourage agriculture-based tourism development in the rural hinterland to assist in diversification of the rural

economy. Such development to be small scale and in character with the immediate rural/agricultural environment.
• Ensure new tourism development uses high quality, low intensity, unobtrusive, site responsive buildings and works
based on ecologically sustainable design principles.
Clause 21.06-3 Rural landscape (Landscape outcomes) categorises rural areas of the Surf Coast Shire into five
landscape precincts based primarily on landscape features, but also taking into account land use, agricultural quality,
tenement/allotment patterns and environmental values. The study area is located in the ‘Mixed Farming’ precinct. This
area characterised by the following landscape elements:
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• …predominantly undulating, cleared pastoral land bisected by the Barwon River in the west and Thompsons Creek in

the east, ending in low, environmentally significant, open swamp behind coastal dunes at Breamlea. The eastern
saltmarsh area has a strong sense of isolation and openness, In the west the allotment and tenement sizes are
conducive to agriculture, particularly broadacre farming.

This clause has objectives including the following:
• To protect and enhance the landscape values of the rural precincts.
• To protect and maintain open and uncluttered rural landscapes, including vistas from main road corridors.
• To protect the rural landscape from urban intrusion and to provide clear distinction between townships.
Relevant strategies include:
• Encourage the siting and design of new buildings to complement existing farm structures, avoid locating on hilltops

and ridges and to nestle into the landscape where possible.

• Promote indigenous revegetation around buildings and structures, wetlands and along waterways to assist blending

new development with the surrounding landscape.

• Ensure tourism facilities are limited in their intensity and scale to avoid adverse visual impact on the natural

environment and rural landscape and to retain the marketing characteristics of low key, eco-based tourist values
• Encourage new development, including intensive animal industries and dwellings, to adopt a clustered development
pattern rather than being dispersed throughout the landscape

Figure 2 – Landscape precincts in the Surf Coast Shire. Source: Surf Coast Planning Scheme, Sep 2018.
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MSS clause 21.07-2 Rural residential living (Providing rural residential living and rural residential development)
has the objective to “ensure that rural residential and rural residential development does not result in the loss of
productive agricultural land or detract from the landscape, cultural heritage or environmental values of adjoining land.”
Relevant strategies include:
• Directing new rural residential or rural living subdivision and development away from land of high biological

significance due to its flora and fauna values, and land of high landscape, cultural heritage, or archaeological
significance.

3.2

Zone and Overlay controls

The subject site is zoned within both the Farming Zone (FZ) and the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ). The FZ recognises
the use and development of land for productive agricultural purposes and discourages the non-agricultural uses that
might have potential to adversely affect the agricultural uses on the land. The RCZ encourages development which is
consistent with sustainable land management and land capability practices, and which takes into account the
conservation values and environmental sensitivity of the locality. The schedule to this zone identifies that the site is subject
to the zone as a result of its proximity to Lake Modewarre precinct, which is noted for its fauna habitat and recreational
fishing activities.

Figure 3 – Existing Zone Plan
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The site is subject to the Environmental Significance Overlay – Schedule 1 (ESO1 – ‘Aquatic systems - Significant
wetlands and waterways’). Mapped aquatic systems covered by this schedule are considered significant because one
or more factors, including:
• The wetland is of regional or international significance and is protected under an international wetland agreement.
• The aquatic system is a biodiversity link with significant biodiversity values providing high instream/aquatic and

riparian habitat.

Environmental objectives of the ESO1 include:
• To protect and ensure the long-term future of terrestrial and aquatic habitat for native flora and fauna. To protect and

ensure the long-term future of threatened species of flora and fauna.

• To maintain the physical and biological integrity & functioning of natural systems.
• To encourage ecological restoration, regeneration and revegetation with indigenous species, within and adjoining

habitat areas.

• To protect cultural (including aboriginal and non-aboriginal heritage) values, and visual quality of habitat areas..

Figure 4 – Existing Overlay Plan
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4

Baseline conditions

This section provides a description and analysis of the conditions that currently exist within the site and the surrounding
study area. New landscape and visual effects will be assessed against this baseline condition.
4.1

Landscape character & quality

Landscape character and scenic quality are assessed at two levels - status and classification.
• The status of the area as a recorded or listed landscape of National, State, Regional or Local importance on the
basis of its formal natural, cultural heritage or scenic value.
• The classification of representative landscape character types and related scenic qualities is derived through the
definition of common distinguishing visual characteristics – landform, climate, vegetation, water-form and land use
pattern. Under this system of classification, each landscape type establishes its own benchmarks for scenic quality.
4.1.1

Landscape status

The landscape of the study area is not formally recorded as a landscape of national, state, regional or local importance,
however the zoning and overlay controls:

‘encourage development which is consistent with sustainable land management and land capability practices, and
which takes into account the conservation values and environmental sensitivity of the locality. The schedule to this zone
identifies that the site is subject to the zone as a result of its proximity to Lake Modewarre precinct, which is noted for its
fauna habitat and recreational fishing activities’.
On that basis it is reasonable to suggest that the landscape has a level of significance based on its visual association
with Lake Modewarre which is considered a regionally significant landscape feature with related environmental values.
4.1.2

Landscape classification

Landscape Character Types of Victoria
The publication Landscape Character Types of Victoria (Forests Commission Victoria, 1984), identifies and describes
nine landscape character types across Victoria. A landscape character types is defined as “a broad scale area of land
with common distinguishing visual characteristics. The landscape character type described, which includes the subject
site is the Western Plains.
This type is characterised by the following distinguishing features:
• …generally flat [topography] with only a slight inclination to the south… volcanic cones rising at various intervals out of

the surrounding flat plain.

• Lakes are also a characteristic feature and take two general forms; those of the first form appear as sub-circular

hollows in the basalt. These lakes, which have resulted from volcanic action, are deep and permanent and generally
have crescent shaped tuffaceous hills on the eastern sides.
• The large portion of the character type on the Newer Basalts (i.e. The eastern and central parts) … originally
comprised open woodland and grassland, but now carries only scattered trees… understorey species growing on the
generally poorly developed soils have been totally altered by the grazing of domestic animals, the invasion of exotic
plants, and the addition of fertiliser.
• Throughout the character type, sugar gum, although not indigenous to the area, has been extensively planted on the
large pastoral properties as windbreaks and shelterbelts. Several introduced cypress species have also become
characteristic features over much of the landscape.
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The publication contains descriptive criteria of the scenic quality for each landscape character type. These criteria
describe the relative range of scenic quality (high, moderate and low) and provide the base data for the comparative
classification of visual components of landscape.
Western Plains landscapes described as of high scenic quality contains elements including:
• Lakes, rivers, streams, swamps and reservoirs of a permanent or almost permanent nature.
• [Vegetation with] strongly defined patterns or distinctive stands which may create unusual forms, colours, or textures in

comparison to surrounding vegetation.
• [Landform] features such as volcanic cones, volcanic craters, craggy peaks and sharply serrated ridges rising starkly
from the plains.
Agricultural landscapes described as of high scenic quality contains characteristics such as:
• Distinctive variation in vegetative pattern created by contrasting land uses…patchwork effects of colour, texture and

form.

• Gradual, naturally appearing transitions between agricultural land use and adjacent forested land
• Unique farm buildings complementing traditional rural architectural styles which borrow from form, line and colour

found frequently in the surrounding landscape.

• Unique feature trees or tree rows which become a positive focus of view due to position, colour, form or texture.
On the basis of the classification system the site itself has a relatively low scenic quality classification on the basis of site
characteristics, degree of alteration, level of rural residential development along the adjoining Cape Otway Road and
the landscape condition, however that classification is increased to a moderate scenic quality rating because of its visual
association with the Lake Modewarre landscape, including the floodplain area and wider visual catchment.

Figure 5 –Scenic quality classification of the Western Plains. Source: Forests Commission Victoria, Jan 1984.
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Department of Sustainability and Environment Landscape Assessment Studies 2003 – 2013
Landscape Assessment studies completed by the Department of Sustainability and Environment identify landscape
character types within the Great Ocean Road region from field surveys, information archived from secondary sources,
previous landscape character assessment and community feedback (‘South West Victoria Landscape Assessment Study’
(SWVLAS), 2013; ‘The Coastal Spaces Landscape Assessment Study’ (CSLAS), 2006; and ‘The Great Ocean Road
Landscape Assessment Study’ (GORLAS), 2003).
Study results suggest the subject site is located in the landscape character type defined as the Western Plains, Cones
and Lakes. This is dscribed by the following:

Located in a horizontal band across the northern section of the study area, this landscape character type is associated
with the flat to gently rolling topography of the western plains, punctuated in some areas by volcanic cones, craters and
outcrops. The landscape consists mostly of paddocks divided by shelter belts, with some remnant stands of vegetation
throughout. (GORLAS, 2003)

Figure 6
Location of the Western Plains, Cones and Lakes landscape character type (shown as 1.1-1.6). Source:
Department of Sustainability and Environment, Sep 2003.
The subject site is located within the Winchelsea Western Plains Precinct (Figure 7), which is characterised by the
following landscape elements:
• …generally flat topography, with occasional volcanic outcrops. The large, open paddocks are sometimes divided

by shelterbelts of cypresses and low, transparent post and wire style fencing. Stands of remnant vegetation are
located throughout the precinct, often adjacent to the road corridors and in proximity to waterways. Farmhouses and
outbuildings are scattered throughout the pastoral landscape, with a smaller subdivision pattern occurring on the
perimeter of the townships. Long distance views to the low horizon are available from within the precinct. (GORLAS,
2003)
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Figure 7 – Location of the Winchelsea Western Plains Precinct (shown as 1.1). Source: Department of Sustainability and
Environment, Sep 2003.
The reports highlight the following aesthetic values of the Precinct:
• A sense of vastness and openness, long distance views to a low horizon, shelter belts as a feature between large

paddocks, indigenous vegetation emphasising - landscape features, the character of farming structures. (GORLAS,
2003)

Relevant future directions and design responses recommended to retain and enhance landscape character in the
Precinct include:
• To increase indigenous vegetation in the precinct, particularly adjacent to road corridors…retain existing indigenous

and native trees and understorey and provide for the planting of new indigenous vegetation wherever possible
• To ensure that shelter belt planting remains a feature of the area…retain existing shelter belts wherever possible.
Replace lost shelter belt trees with the same species or an alternative species, suitable to the local area.
• To retain the sense of openness and the long-distance views within the precinct… locate development a substantial
distance from Category 1 Roads wherever possible.
• To improve the appearance of rural residential development located on the fringes of townships… utilise vegetation
for privacy screening and to delineate property boundaries, instead of fencing. If fencing is necessary, provide open
style fencing of a type traditionally used in rural areas. (GORLAS, 2003)
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Figure 8 – An area of the Winchelsea Western Plains Precinct, showing its characteristic openness, gentle topography,
big skies and cypress shelterbelts. Source: Department of Sustainability and Environment, Sep 2003.

Landscape character type
The Landscape Character Type of the area is classified as ‘Western Plains, Cones and Lakes’, with the subject site
located in the ‘Winchelsea Western Plains Precinct’ (Department of Sustainability and Environment, 2006).
4.2

Landscape condition

Landscape condition is a measure of the physical status of the site and factors which may influence landscape changes
over time. This study has found that:
• The site is currently in agricultural use (primarily grazing) and classified as having a moderate landscape condition.
• The floodplain has been substantially altered over time through grazing. The landform remains largely intact,
although with altered drainage patterns and significant vegetation lost. This area has a relatively low landscape
condition.
• The adjoining Cape Otway Road corridor has been subject to rural residential development with related windrow
planting which has altered the traditional broadscale paddock patterning and the pattern of viewing available from
the road.
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4.3

Sensitive landscape receptors

Landscape receptor sensitivity is a measure of the direct or indirect effects that development-based changes may have
on a landscape resource, which could include physical elements, landscape character and cultural values.
Sensitive landscape receptors within the site include:
• The Lake Modewarre floodplain, including the lake and lake edge.
• Established windrow plantations.
4.4

Visual absorption capability

Visual absorbency is a measure of the site’s ability to accommodate changes while maintaining existing landscape
character, without a significant reduction in landscape and visual quality or amenity.
Factors likely to influence the visual absorption capability within the proposed development setting:
• Site terrain. The site is relatively flat with subtle shifts in landform reflecting surface drainage patterns toward the Lake.
Flat terrain limits the potential for absorption of landscape changes but increases the capacity to limit views through
planting and compartmentalisation of development forms.
• Vegetation height, density and location are major influences on visual absorption capability.
Overall, the site is considered to have a relatively low to moderate level of visual absorption capability, based on
existing vegetation patterns, but this level can be increased through additional structured planting.
4.5

Landscape value

Landscape value is a measure of the likely importance of the landscape to the community. There has been no project
specific assessment of community values related to the proposed development site landscape, however overall
community values are represented by the Planning Scheme and policy framework (refer to Section 3).
4.6

Common community perceptions and values

Many levels of perception will also be based on generic physiological factors that are broadly consistent for people
across all communities. The common perceptions, listed in the following section, create a basis for subsequent value
judgements.
4.6.1

Common perceptions and values

Existing empirical research suggests that there are common physiological, visual and aesthetic factors affecting visual
perception and that these factors are likely to be relatively consistent across communities.
These findings, in isolation are indicative only factors to be considered as a part of the assessment. The factors do not
provide a quantitative measure or definitive analysis of likely perceptions of visual effects / impacts or the values that
may be attached to those changes in the viewed landscape, as they do not consider elements such as context, cultural
meaning and the manner in which the receptor views the landscape.
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Common perceptions and values

Visibility

The magnitude of visual impact is at least partly determined by the nature of that view and whether it is
moving or static.

Field of view

Horizontal line of sight: The normal binocular field of vision (horizontal line of sight / width of view) is
considered to be between 100° and 124°. Within the binocular field of vision the viewer has depth
perception.
Either side of the binocular field is a monocular field of 42° for each eye (peripheral vision) which
provides the viewer with awareness of movement speed and locational cues.
Within the binocular field is a central field of view of around 10° which allows symbol recognition.
Within the central field of view is a fovial field (zone of visual acuity) of 2.5° where viewed objects are
sharply fixed and in detailed focus.
Vertical line of sight; The normal vertical field of view is considered to be 120 degrees (50° above
horizontal and 70° below horizontal) with the limit of colour discrimination at 55 degrees (25° and 30°
below horizontal).
Method of Perception: These fields of vision indicate a field of view and visual ‘recognition’ but in
isolation, are not meaningful measures of scenic perception. The process of recognising and observing an
object or scene (Dynamic Visual Acuity) is complex and involves constant scanning of the seen area,
recognition and refocussing within the field of view; a process that is modified (narrowed and simplified)
by viewer movement, the speed of movement of the viewer and secondary activities such as driving, but
enhanced by colour contrasts, illumination, proximity, size, shape, symbol recognition based on
expectation and other factors.
Occupied view area: The nature and magnitude of the visual impact is likely to have a proportional
relationship to the percentage of the available view taken up by development infrastructure, new activities
or landscape interventions.
Objects may be visible, but not dominant, particularly when they occur within landscapes that have been
modified by human activity and where the context and complexity of the natural landscape has been
significantly altered.
A spread of built elements or landscape changes across a wide view or several viewable areas is likely to
result in a perception of greater overall visual impact than a similar number of built elements within a more
confined viewable area.

Horizontal field of view – as a general guide only, a visual element of less than 5° of a field of view
may be considered insignificant, depending on the nature of background visual contrasts and the
movement of the viewer.
A field of view of between 5° and 30° may be potentially noticeable, depending on the nature of
background visual contrasts and the movement of the viewer.
A field of view of over 30° is likely to be highly noticeable and potentially dominant.

Vertical field of view – as a general guide only, less than 0.5° of a field of view may be considered
insignificant, depending on the nature of background visual contrasts and the movement of the viewer.
A field of view of between 0.5° and 2.5° may be potentially noticeable, depending on the nature of
background visual contrasts and the movement of the viewer.
A field of view of over 2.5° is likely to be highly noticeable and potentially dominant.
Speed of movement

As the speed of movement increases, viewer concentration on a fixed area increases and peripheral
vision diminishes, effectively shrinking the visual field. Foreground detail begins to fade.

Distance

The greater the viewing distance, the less detail is observable and the more difficult it is to distinguish
between the site or object and its background, diminishing the impact.

Relative elevation

Objects viewed against a skyline silhouette or at the edge of a break in slope are likely to have a greater
visual impact than objects or changes viewed from a location where features are viewed against a land
backdrop. Colour contrasts may modify this outcome.

Size, colour & form

The greater proportion of a view occupied by new features or activities the greater the impact.
Contrasting colours and forms increase the relative impact of change.
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Illumination

Luminance contrast increases the visual definition of the shape, size and location of objects and potentially
changes the context in which objects are re viewed. Lighting colour and movement increase the potential
level of contrast.

Activity

Movement of objects, including vehicles and light reflection changing with movement will increase impact.

Complexity

Changes to a visually complex field of view with elements of varying scales and form are likely to result in
lower impacts than changes to a relatively uniform field of view.

Context

The extent to which the proposed development is in character with the land use and landscape character
of the site will affect the perceived level of impact.

Weather conditions

The overall clarity of the view, the angle of the sun and the degree to which skyline silhouettes are masked
by clouds etc will affect visibility.

Change

The degree of change in the view and the process of change will affect the degree of impact on the
viewer.

Familiarity

Changes to a familiar visual setting or where the viewer interacts with the setting is likely to have a
relatively greater impact on the viewer than changes to a setting that is rarely seen or poorly understood.

Cultural context

Changes to a visual setting with significant cultural value or purpose is likely to have a relatively greater
impact on the viewer than what may be considered a ‘generic’ landscape setting with no specific value.

Individual context

The perception of a visual impact or visual improvement within a landscape is likely to differ between
communities, cultural groups and among individuals. Personal context and values strongly influence the
manner in which visual effects are valued.

4.7

Views & scenic quality

4.7.1

Zone of Visual Influence analysis

The Zone of Visual Influence (ZVI) modelling for the existing site is described in Appendix 2. These diagrams assess the
likely maximum extent of visibility (without vegetation) surrounding the site. Modelling is based on ‘worst case scenario’
parameters and actual levels of visibility are likely to be less than the modelled results. These results, and the actual
nature of views from key receptor locations, will be explored in more detail during the subsequent impact analysis phase.
Modelling data procedure
The ZVI modelling for the site was carried out under using the following:
• 0.5m contour information for the site and 1m contour information for surrounding land.
• No vegetation has been included in the ZVI modelling plans in order to represent a ‘worst case scenario’ that could
exist after fire, therefore models are likely to show a worse condition than actual viewing conditions.
• The extent of visibility is based on a number of single view points within the development site. The resulting ‘line of
site’ graphic shows all places that have the potential to see that point based on terrain alone.
• The point height is assumed to be the highest point on the modelled object (typically the roof of a structure). This
height is technically a ‘point of invisibility’ in that there is no form to the object at this point, but is used to provide a
robust, ‘worst case’ analysis of existing visibility which can be used to determine detailed investigation areas (site
photography locations).
• The extent of the ZVI model is based on a minimum 5km radius from the site boundary which is considered to
represent a ‘background’ view.
4.7.2

Pattern of viewing analysis

The pattern of viewing is likely to be generally influenced by the following.
•
•
•
•
•

Landform and elevation
Vegetation at the view source of view destination
Existing structures such as houses, sheds and fences at the view source of view destination
The location of the viewer
The direction of the view and the activity of the viewer (such as driving or walking)
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• Night or day viewing conditions
• Section 4.8.1 describes other influencing factors.
4.8

Potential visual receptors and principal viewpoints

The overall ZVI modelling results indicate the following:
• The relatively flat terrain generally allows extensive, long distance views from and to the development site, although
these views are likely to be substantially mitigated by tree planting within the development site and adjoining rural
residential properties.
• An increase in the height of a built object increases the likely field of view. Building groups of varying heights
potentially allow more fragmented and ‘corridor based’ views, whereas taller light towers allow more all-around
views.
• As a general guide only, areas to the north, south and west are relatively more likely to be seen than areas to the
east, south east and south west although the actual nature of all of these views is subject to existing and future tree
planting. These aspects will be tested within the full LVIA process.
Visual sensitivity – distance
Visual sensitivity refers to the extent a landscape can change without unacceptable adverse effects on its visual character
or scenic quality. For the purposes of the study, visual sensitivity is defined as a combination of the following:
• The surrounding level of use (number of visual receptors)
• The nature of the visual receptor (receiving location and / or viewer type)
• The distance of the receptor from the potential impact
For the purposes of this assessment the following definitions of distance will apply:
Foreground – high level sensitivity (<1 km)
•
•
•
•

Potentially clear appreciation of the form and size of the development area and related vehicle movement
Visual recognition of structures and support infrastructure and activities.
Recognition of operational lighting effects.
Landform, vegetation, colours, surface textures and other landscape features are clearly discernible, potentially to a
detailed level.

Middle ground – moderate level sensitivity (1 – 3 km)
•
•
•
•
•

Development area is a potentially noticeable element within the view but may not be a dominant feature
Support infrastructure is generally in-evident
Lighting effects and colour contrast are evident, depending on visual context.
Views are more likely to be broken by foreground features
Landform characteristics and the relationship between landscape features are discernible. Visual context is more
apparent.

Background – low level sensitivity (3 – 5 km)
• Development area is a minor view element and seen as a part of a wider and more complex field. Visual context is
dominant consideration.
• Landform and vegetation silhouettes, overall form and scale is more visually prominent than individual landform
features or surface characteristics.
• Visual impact is partly dependant on weather, colour contrasts, light conditions etc, as well as on the context
provided by other view elements such as surrounding agricultural uses.
• Landform characteristics and the relationship between landscape features are not clearly discernible. The wider
visual context and related landscape patterns and forms are dominant.
Distant views – very low level sensitivity (5 km +)
• Minimal visual recognition of strong colour, light and skyline shape contrasts and large-scale vegetation clearance.
• Minimal recognition of internal form and no appreciation of vehicle movement and detail.
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4.9

Sensitive visual receptors

Visual receptor sensitivity is a measure of the direct or indirect effects that development-based changes may have on a
view or scenic resource, which could include physical elements, visual character and cultural values.
High level sensitivity
• Designated state level parks and scenic reserves, major recreation trails and formal scenic view locations
• Major park / landscape settings that are a formal focus for community and leisure activities – camping and formal
picnic areas that attract larger volumes of visitors and regular use.
• Highways and major regional roads – Princes Highway
• Major train lines – the Warrnambool to Melbourne rail line
• Major tourist roads that are established scenic routes
• Commercial facilities (ie Wineries) or sites based specifically around landscape quality and scenic values
• Major public spaces within town centres
• Town centre settings with specific relationship to landscape quality
• Non rural residential properties
Moderate level sensitivity
•
•
•
•
•

Large volume regional link roads
Secondary tourist roads and recreational driving routes
Major landscape dependant outdoor recreation facilities & settings
Rural residential properties with a specific relationship to a landscape area or feature
Schools, hospitals and residential care facilities

Low level sensitivity
•
•
•
•
•
•

Local rural roads
Farming properties
Industrial land uses
Institutional land uses
Local sports facilities
Forest areas and other relatively inaccessible locations with low visitor use
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Key findings

The Baseline analysis indicates:
1. Landscape Assessment studies completed by the Department of Sustainability and Environment (refer section 4.1)
identify landscape character types and areas within the Great Ocean Road region. Study results suggest that the
subject site is located within the Winchelsea Western Plains Precinct Landscape Character Area. The reports
highlight the following aesthetic values of the overall landscape character unit:
• A sense of vastness and openness, long distance views to a low horizon, shelter belts as a feature between large
paddocks, indigenous vegetation emphasising - landscape features, the character of farming structures.
(GORLAS, 2003)
Relevant future directions and design responses recommended to retain and enhance landscape character in the
Precinct include:
• To increase indigenous vegetation in the precinct, particularly adjacent to road corridors…retain existing
indigenous and native trees and understorey and provide for the planting of new indigenous vegetation wherever
possible
• To ensure that shelter belt planting remains a feature of the area…retain existing shelter belts wherever possible.
Replace lost shelter belt trees with the same species or an alternative species, suitable to the local area.
• To retain the sense of openness and the long-distance views within the precinct… locate development a
substantial distance from Category 1 Roads wherever possible.
• To improve the appearance of rural residential development located on the fringes of townships… utilise
vegetation for privacy screening and to delineate property boundaries, instead of fencing. If fencing is necessary,
provide open style fencing of a type traditionally used in rural areas. (GORLAS, 2003)
On the basis of the landscape classification system the proposed development site is likely to have a relatively low
scenic quality classification on the basis of existing site characteristics, degree of alteration, the level of rural
residential development along the adjoining Cape Otway Road and the landscape condition, however that
classification is potentially increased to a moderate scenic quality rating because of its visual association with the
Lake Modewarre landscape, including the floodplain area.
2. The Surf Coast Shire planning scheme does not identify the study site as having a significant landscape. The Planning
Scheme categorises the study area as being within the ‘Mixed Farming’ precinct. This clause has objectives including
the following:
• To protect and enhance the landscape values of the rural precincts.
• To protect and maintain open and uncluttered rural landscapes, including vistas from main road corridors.
• To protect the rural landscape from urban intrusion and to provide clear distinction between townships.
Relevant strategies include:
• Encourage the siting and design of new buildings to complement existing farm structures, avoid locating on
hilltops and ridges and to nestle into the landscape where possible.
• Promote indigenous revegetation around buildings and structures, wetlands and along waterways to assist
blending new development with the surrounding landscape.
On that basis, the site should be designed and managed as a rural landscape with the general considerations listed.
It is not considered to be an exemplar or special site with specific design considerations.
3. The viewshed modelling process indicates that the site is theoretically visible from a wide area including the Princes
Highway and Melbourne Rail Line to the north (4-5km distance) and local areas to the south and west in particular.
Actual views are likely to be heavily modified by existing and proposed vegetation.
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A

ENTRY AND NODAL TREES
Species such as:
■■ Araucaria cunninghamii (Hoop Pine)
■■ Callitris glaucophylla (WHITE CYPRESS PINE)
■■ Pinus halepensis (ALEPPO PINE)
■■ Platanis orientalis (PLANE TREE)
■■ Populus nigra italic (LOMBARDI POPLAR)
■■ Ulmus glabra (SCOTCH ELM)

B

EVC 55_63: Higher Rainfall Plains Grassy Woodland

EVC 175: Grassy Woodland

EVC 653: Aquatic Herbland

Victorian Volcanic Plain bioregion

Otway Plain bioregion

Victorian Volcanic Plain bioregion

Species

Common Name

LTG

Deyeuxia quadriseta

Reed Bent-grass

Eucalyptus leucoxylon ssp. bellarinensis Bellarine Yellow-gum

LTG

Xanthorrhoea minor ssp. lutea

Small Grass-tree

Allocasuarina verticillata

Drooping Sheoak

LNG

Gahnia radula

Thatch Saw-sedge

Species

Common Name

MTG

Lomandra filiformis

Wattle Mat-rush

T

Acacia mearnsii

Black Wattle

MTG

Themeda triandra

Golden Wattle

T

Allocasuarina littoralis

Black Sheoak

MTG

Acacia paradoxa

Hedge Wattle

MS

Leptospermum continentale

Prickly Tea-tree

SS

Pimelea humilis

Common Rice-flower

MS

Epacris impressa

Common Heath

PS

Astroloma humifusum

Cranberry Heath

MS

Cassinia aculeata

Common Cassinia

PS

Bossiaea prostrata

Creeping Bossiaea

SS

Pimelea humilis

Common Rice-flower

Species

Common Name

SS

Hibbertia riparia

MH

Leptorhynchos squamatus

Scaly Buttons

PS

MH

Chysocephalum apiculatum

Common Everlasting

MH

Gonocarpus tetragynus

Common Raspwort

INFORMAL ACCENT TREES

MH

Acaena echinata

Sheep's Burr

Species such as:
■■ Araucaria bidwillii (Bunya Bunya Pine)
■■ Corymbia maculata (Spotted Gum)
■■ Pinus halepensis (Aleppo Pine)
■■ Schinus molle (Peppercorn Tree)

SH

Dichondra repens

Kidney-weed

SH

Hydrocotyle laxiflora

Trees

E

Eucalyptus ovata

Swamp Gum

Eucalyptus viminalis

Manna Gum

Acacia melanoxylon

Blackwood

Allocasuarina verticillata

Drooping Sheoak

Species

Common Name

MS

Acacia pycnantha

MS

Species
SC
SC

MH

Myriophyllum simulans

Amphibious Water-milfoil

Comesperma volubile

Love Creeper

MH

Potamogeton tricarinatus s.l.

Floating Pondweed

Billardiera scandens

Common Apple-berry

MH

Potamogeton pectinatus

Fennel Pondweed

Kangaroo Grass

MH

Marsilea drummondii

Common Nardoo

Poa sieberiana

Grey Tussock-grass

SH

Azolla filiculoides

Pacific Azolla

MTG

Lepidosperma laterale

Variable Sword-sedge

SH

Lobelia pratioides

Poison Lobelia

MNG

Microlaena stipoides var. stipoides

Weeping Grass

SH

Lemna disperma

Duckweed

Species

Common Name

LNG

Eleocharis sphacelata

Tall Spike-sedge

Erect Guinea-flower

MTG

Triglochin procerum s.l.

Water Ribbons

Bossiaea prostrata

Creeping Bossiaea

MTG

Lachnagrostis filiformis

Common Blown-grass

PS

Astroloma humifusum

Cranberry Heath

MTG

Glyceria australis

Australian Sweet-grass

PS

Acrotriche serrulata

Honey-pots

MTG

Austrodanthonia duttoniana

Brown-back Wallaby-grass

Species

Common Name

MNG

Eleocharis pusilla

Small Spike-sedge

LH

Pterostylis longifolia s.l.

Tall Greenhood

MNG

Eleocharis acuta

Common Spike-sedge

Stinking Pennywort

MH

Gonocarpus tetragynus

Common Raspwort

Species

Common Name

MH

Drosera peltata ssp. auriculata

Tall Sundew

LTG

Austrostipa mollis

Supple Spear-grass

SH

Dichondra repens

Kidney-weed

LTG

Austrostipa bigeniculata

Kneed Spear-grass

SH

Opercularia varia

Variable Stinkweed

MTG

Themeda triandra

Kangaroo Grass

SH

Drosera whittakeri ssp. aberrans

Scented Sundew

MTG

Poa morrisii

Soft Tussock-grass

HEDGEROWS

MTG

Austrodanthonia setacea

Bristly Wallaby-grass

Species such as:
■■ Callitris glaucophylla (White Cypress Pine)
■■ Cupressocyparis leylandii Leightons Green
(Leightons Green)

MTG

Austrodanthonia racemosa var. racemosa

Stiped Wallaby-grass

MNG

Microlaena stipoides var. stipoides

Weeping Grass

Herbs

Grasses

Herbs

Narrow-leaf Peppermint

Austral Bracken
Common Name

Shrubs

Eucalyptus radiata s.l.

Pteridium esculentum

Running Marsh-flower

Shrubs

Common Name

Common Name

Villarsia reniformis

15% cover

Species

Species

LH

20% cover

Trees

Ferns

Common Name

Species such as:
■■ Ficus macrophylla var. hillii (HILLS FIG)
■■ Platanus orientalis (PLANE TREE)
■■ Ulmus glabra (SCOTCH ELM)
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REVEGETATION AND BUFFER PLANTING
Refer to EVC’s;
■■ No. 55 VVP Plains Grassy Woodland
■■ No. 175 OtP Grassy Woodland
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Refer to EVC’s;
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Tract Consultants
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3D PHOTOMONTAGE METHODOLOGY

Introduction

Qualifications

The location of vantage points for preparing the 3D
Photomontage Report was developed having regard to
existing local planning policy within the Surf Coast Planning
Scheme.

Ben Lamason: Associate Visualiser

Given the lack of policy surrounding key view lines within the
Shire’s rural hinterland, the locations for vantage points were
based upon the primary public viewing points at which the
development might be visible.
What this report demonstrates is that given the generally flat
but gently undulating topography of the area surrounding
the subject site, minimal views of the development are
available given existing landscape setting of trees and rural
buildings.
Longer views from Buckley Road South, Batsons Road,
Considines Road and Taylors Road offer minimal views of the
proposal, while closer range shots along Cape Otway Road
and Connies Lane have greater opportunity for views of the
proposed development

General Details:
•

Tripod Height: 1.50m and 1.65m

•

References used to align photos: Supplied terrain model
overlayed with Nearmap Aerial images to trace out the
existing infrastructure and vegetation

•

Alignment methods: Aligned Visually with the traced
outlines of existing roads, fences and placed on top of
survey terrain model

•
•

3

Software used to process the photos: Adobe Lightroom
CC 2015 (colour balance and saturation adjustments)
Software used to render 3d scenes: 3ds Max 2016

Experience:
From having worked for 4 years across a diverse range
of 3D projects, I have produced design visualisations
for all stages of the development process. I routinely
produce visual assessment imagery for use in stakeholder
engagement, marketing, community consultation and
judicial inquiry.
Qualifications:
•
•

Bachelor of Design (Honours Degree) Victoria University
of Wellington.
4 years’ of experience as a 3D Visualiser at Tract
Consultants Pty Ltd.

Software and Methodology
Adobe CC Lightroom: Only colour balance and saturation
adjustments where undertaken.
Bentley Microstation V8i: 3D survey data (Terrain Mesh)
from TGM Group Ballarat* was imported and combined
with other geo-referenced aerial photography to ensure
accuracy and allow for export to other software packages
where needed. Survey points, cadastral information and georeferenced aerial images were referenced to both Australian
Height Datum and Australian Map Grid.
*Plan of Contours Derived from UAV Digital Photogrammetry
Cape Otway Road, Modewarre. TGM Group Ballarat. REV03
29/03/2018
3DS Max 2016: Using the supplied 3D model, digital
cameras were generated in the program that replicated
real world conditions. Alignment checks of model are
made against 3D terrain mesh and geo-referenced aerial
photography. Conditions from the site were reproduced in
the software to recreate camera lens type, photographic
exposure and lighting conditions as closely as possible.
In the absence of GPS data** normally collected during
photography site visit; virtual cameras were aligned against
existing site features that were modelled from geo referenced
aerial photography and located on the surface of the supplied
3D terrain mesh. In addition the model was positioned
against the photography itself on screen.

**The alignment and creating of virtual cameras in the 3d
model follows the standard VCAT methodology with the
exception of collecting GPS points when taking photographs. In
my professional experience GPS points are extremely helpful in
aligning virtual cameras; however they are only ever taken within
a localised radius of the camera. In situations where the proposed
development is kilometres away from the camera, even small
discrepancies in localised GPS data can result in increased margins
of error. To conduct extensive GPS data collection across multiple
square kilometres to mitigate inaccuracies in photomontage
alignment are unviable on any project even in VCAT situations.
The industry accepted methodology takes in to account this
margin of error.
Tract did not conduct GPS data collection on site due to lack
of survey equipment available in the compressed timeline for
production of the photomontages. As mentioned above: even
with the use GPS data, the margin for error would still exist due
to the significant distance between the camera and proposed
development. All care was taken to align the virtual cameras with
the data available at the time.

Abobe CC Photoshop: Rendered 3D images of the
model where overlaid onto the existing photographs.
No manipulation on the images occurred. The combined
photomontage was then exported as jpeg file.
Abobe CC Illustrator: The photomontages were import
into Illustrator where vector line work was used to trace over
the built form to generate the final hatched fills. The same
process was used to turn the rendered 3d vegetation models
into a transparent fill. Small inaccuracies may be present
from the tracing process, however given the built form is
simple block shapes without detailed facade articulation it is
reasonable to assume these inaccuracies are irrelevant due
to differences between simple 3d geometry and complex
architectural construction.
Finally the vector line work was overlaid onto the existing
photographs to create the illustrations shown.

Location

Camera, Lens, and Settings

Photographer

Date Taken

Tripod Height

M001 – Connies Lane

Canon EOS 5D MkII, 17mm, f/8,
1/500sec

Tristan County-Black

05/03/2018

1.50m

M002 – Cape Otway Road
Intersection

Canon EOS 5D MkII, 40mm, f/8,
1/500sec

Tristan County-Black

05/03/2018

1.50m

M003 – Buckley Road
South

Canon EOS 5D MkII, 50mm, f/8,
1/640sec

Tristan County-Black

05/03/2018

1.50m

M004 – Batsons Road

Canon EOS 5D MkII, 50mm, f/8,
1/640sec

Tristan County-Black

05/03/2018

1.50m

M005 – Taylors Road

Canon EOS 5D MkII, 50mm, f/8,
1/400sec

Tristan County-Black

05/03/2018

1.50m

M006 – Cape Otway Road
(Looking East)

Nikon D600, 12mm, f/11, 1/320sec

Karan Bangera

16/0 3/2018

1.65m

M007 – Cape Otway Road
(Looking West)

Nikon D600, 12mm, f/4.5, 1/1250sec

Karan Bangera

16/03/2018

1.65m

M008 - Considines Road

Canon EOS 5D MkII, 20mm, f/8,
1/640sec

Tristan County-Black

05/03/2018

1.50m

12.04.2019

Cape Otway Road Village / M001 - Connies Lane (Original Photo)

date 12.04.2019

Cape Otway Road Village / M001 - Connies Lane (Proposed Site View)

date 12.04.2019

Cape Otway Road Village / M001 - Connies Lane (Proposed Site View - with trees)

date 12.04.2019

Cape Otway Road Village / M002 - Cape Otway Road Intersection (Original Photo)

date 12.04.2019

Cape Otway Road Village / M002 - Cape Otway Road Intersection (Proposed Site View)

date 12.04.2019

Cape Otway Road Village / M002 - Cape Otway Road Intersection (Proposed Site View - with trees)

date 12.04.2019

Cape Otway Road Village / M003 - Buckley Road South (Original Photo)

date 12.04.2019

Cape Otway Road Village / M003 - Buckley Road South (Proposed Site View)

date 12.04.2019

Cape Otway Road Village / M003 - Buckley Road South (Proposed Site View - with trees)

date 12.04.2019

Cape Otway Road Village / M004 - Batsons Road (Original Photo)

date 12.04.2019

Cape Otway Road Village / M004 - Batsons Road (Proposed Site View)

date 12.04.2019

Cape Otway Road Village / M004 - Batsons Road (Proposed Site View - with trees)

date 12.04.2019

Cape Otway Road Village / M005 - Taylors Road (Original Photo)

date 12.04.2019

Cape Otway Road Village / M005 - Taylors Road (Proposed Site View)

date 12.04.2019

Cape Otway Road Village / M005 - Taylors Road (Proposed Site View - with trees)

date 12.04.2019

Cape Otway Road Village / M006 - Cape Otway Road - looking east (Original Photo)

date 12.04.2019

Cape Otway Road Village / M006 - Cape Otway Road - looking east (Proposed Site View)

date 12.04.2019

Cape Otway Road Village / M006 - Cape Otway Road - looking east (Proposed Site View - with trees)

date 12.04.2019

Cape Otway Road Village / M007 - Cape Otway Road - looking west (Original Photo)

date 12.04.2019

Cape Otway Road Village / M007 - Cape Otway Road - looking west (Proposed Site View)

date 12.04.2019

Cape Otway Road Village / M007 - Cape Otway Road - looking west (Proposed Site View - with trees)

date 12.04.2019

Cape Otway Road Village / M008 - Considines Road (Original Photo)

date 12.04.2019

Cape Otway Road Village / M008 - Considines Road (Proposed Site View)

date 12.04.2019

Cape Otway Road Village / M008 - Considines Road (Proposed Site View - with trees)

date 12.04.2019

